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-------- Original Message -------- 
Subject: Re: Fwd: [ISS #187455] Board of Studies question - course weighting for Applied 
Databases INFR11015 
Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2017 11:30:55 +0100 
From: Gillian Bell <gillian.bell@ed.ac.uk> 
Organisation: The University of Edinburgh 
To: MACTAGGART Vicky <Vicky.Mactaggart@ed.ac.uk>,        Frank Keller 
<keller@inf.ed.ac.uk> 
CC: Björn Franke <bfranke@inf.ed.ac.uk>,        SMAILL Alan <A.Smaill@ed.ac.uk>, Paul 
Jackson <pbj@inf.ed.ac.uk>,        WELSH Alexandra <v1awels2@staffmail.ed.ac.uk> 
 
Thank you! For info I've left the cw weightings as they are just a  
ratio, as long as the assignments are equally weighted the calculation  
is the same. 
Gill 
 
On 06/07/2017 11:27, MACTAGGART Vicky wrote: 
> Just to confirm that I have updated the DRPS course page wording to reflect the 60:40 
weighting. 
> 
> The summary webpage coursework weightings still need updated; 
http://course.inf.ed.ac.uk/ad/  (though are the correct 20:20 split in the detailed School 
course page). 
> 
> Best wishes, 
> Vicky 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Gillian Bell [mailto:gillian.bell@ed.ac.uk] 
> Sent: 05 July 2017 09:40 
> To: Frank Keller <keller@inf.ed.ac.uk> 
> Cc: Björn Franke <bfranke@inf.ed.ac.uk>; SMAILL Alan <A.Smaill@ed.ac.uk>; 
MACTAGGART Vicky <Vicky.Mactaggart@ed.ac.uk>; Paul Jackson <pbj@inf.ed.ac.uk> 
> Subject: Re: Fwd: [ISS #187455] Board of Studies question - course weighting for Applied 
Databases INFR11015 
> 
> 
> On 04/07/2017 15:22, Frank Keller wrote: 
>> The 
>> course web page clearly specifies a 60/40 split, so I'm assuming this 
>> is the statement of assessment for the purposes of the regs. 
> The DRPS is the "golden copy" for the purposes of the Regs  - we have had a case where 
the lecturer changed the weightings on their web page but this had not been approved by 
BoS or reflected in the course catalogue and ITO database, so we don't use the course web 
page as the statement of assessment. 



> 
> Alex has tracked back through the BoS minutes so this error dates back to an incomplete 
action from the meeting on 9th March 2016. 
> 
> I'm looking into the impact of this weighting change now and will get back to you asap. 
> 
> Gillian. 
> 
> 
> -- 
> Gillian Bell 
> Informatics Student Services 
> Forrest Hill, Room 1.B05 
> Tel:    +44 131 650 2692 
> 
> The University of Edinburgh is a charitable body, registered in Scotland, with registration 
number SC005336. 
> 
> 
 
--  
Gillian Bell 
Informatics Student Services 
Forrest Hill, Room 1.B05 
Tel:    +44 131 650 2692 
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